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Continuing Korean
What is the link between the North Atlantic and the Indo-Pacific regions, and what is South Korea’s role in this reimagined security framework?
Can South Korea Bridge NATO and the US Indo-Pacific Strategy?
North Korean leader Kim Jong Un is meeting with his senior military officials to discuss national defense policies and continuing his arms buildup
following a highly provocative run in ballistic ...
North Korean leader convenes military meeting amid tensions
In a press conference on Friday, the relatives of a 47-year-old South Korean fisheries official who was brutally killed by the North Korean Navy in the
Yellow Sea in September 2020 expressed strong ...
Seems like a cover-up is continuing
Lee Joon-gyu The author is the chairman of the Korean Council of Foreign Relations and the Chairman at the Asan Institute for Policy Studies.
Located between continental and maritime forces, the ...
The continuing power of diplomacy
North Korean state media slammed cooperation between the United States, Japan and South Korea on Wednesday, accusing the allies of looking to
create an "Asian version of NATO" ahead of security talks ...
North Korea accuses U.S., Japan, South Korea of seeking 'Asian NATO'
South Korea and the US conduct a combined airpower demonstration involving 20 warplanes, including F-35A stealth fighters, over the West Sea on
Tuesday in response to North Korea’s continuing ...
US, IAEA warn of nuclear test by North Korea
Although Korea’s exports growth decelerated in May, it is expected to rebound to double-digit growth in the short term as China’s ...
Korea: Exports slowed in May as expected, but will likely rebound next month
Stocks fell in morning trading on Wall Street Friday, continuing a dismal streak as markets worry about high inflation and the possibility that higher
interest rates could bring on a recession.
Stocks fall, extending a deep slump into second half of 2022
Is North Korea preparing to deploy tactical nuclear weapons along its tense border with rival South Korea, which is only a short drive from the 26
million people living in and around Seoul, its ...
EXPLAINER: Is North Korea moving nukes to its border?
North Korea has slowly ratcheted up the frequency ... Moon oversaw more defense spending, which the Yoon administration is continuing. Moon was
also, sort of, in favor of this idea of offering ...
Deterrence and Assurance on the Korean Peninsula
While the Biden administration underlined North Korea's continuing expansion of "illicit nuclear weapons and missile programs" as one of the major
challenges facing the Indo-Pacific region and ...
US, South Korea Prepare for Contingencies of North Korea's Imminent Nuclear Test
“About 6,840 truckers were rallying on June 13 at 14 sites across South Korea, continuing to trigger a delay in the shipment and delivery of key
items such as steel, cement, petrochemicals and ...
Worries about South Korean economy grow amid truckers' strike
Might as well go to law school.” But once I got to the University of Chicago I felt I had really made a great decision. I loved my professors. Loved my
classmates. I loved everything about it.
How a Law School alum became the ‘Korean Vegan’—and a James Beard Award winner
South Korea’s military said, continuing one of Pyongyang’s most active years ever for missile testing. In response, the South Korean and U.S.
militaries held a combined live-fire exercise ...
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